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Axtel headsets—when technology meets effectiveness 
When designing our products, we focus on the expectations and needs of users and create products that 
facilitate the work of our clients. For Axtel, sound quality, reliability and maximum comfort of use are the 
main features of a perfectly designed headset. Using Axtel headsets, you can maximize the benefits of 
your Polycom Unified Communications (UC) endpoint solutions.

The new generation of professional headsets

Key features
High-quality design

• Modern design

•  Ultralight and comfortable construction

•  Monaural and binaural versions

•  Made of highest quality material

Comfort and durability

•  Flexible and reinforced microphone boom

•  Rotary head

•  Headband resistant to scratches

•  Quick disconnect plug

•  Convenient size adjustment

•  Compatible with all desk phones and PCs

Crystal clear sound

•  HD sound

•  Excellent noise cancellation

•  Movable speakers adapt to the user’s ears

•  Electronic Gain Control technology

•  Acoustic Protection technology
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Qualifying questions
1. Are you looking for a headset   
 compatible with your Polycom   
 solutions?

2. Are you looking for the best crystal  
 clear sound?

3. Do you need headsets designed  
 especially for Unified   
 Communications solutions?

4. Do your employees need Advanced  
 Noise Cancelling?

5. Would your business benefit from the  
 best quality/price ratio?

Key differentiators
• Detailed-focused design

• Ultralight and comfortable construction

• Compatible with all desk phones and PCs

• Made of highest quality material

• User-experience focus

• HD sound quality

• Active Noise Cancelling

Why choose Axtel headsets?
For Axtel, sound quality, reliability, and maximum comfort of  
use are the main features of a perfectly designed headset. 
Having that in mind, we have created a rich product portfolio  
for business, gaining customers’ trust worldwide.

Learn more
To learn more about how Polycom and Axtel Headsets solutions can help your business, visit us at http://www.axtelheadsets.com/en/.
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